and in the case i = 1 one actually should have the exact sequence
We now explain our results in the direction of the conjecture ( * ). The construction of the logarithmic theory is deeply inspired by Steenbrink's works [St] on limits of Hodge structures. In particular, Steenbrink presents a complex A • that calculates the limit cohomology and admits an endomorphism
inducing the monodromy map in cohomology. The transposition of this fact to the logarithmic setting (namely, for semistable (k, L)-log schemes) has been carried out by Mokrane [M] , who was able to associate to each proper, semistable (k, L)-log scheme (Y, M) a complex W A • of W-sheaves on Y ét such that
Moreover, W A • admits a nilpotent endomorphism
which induces the monodromy N in cohomology. Our main object is to study Ker ν, which corresponds to the first step in the kernel filtration on vanishing cycles (see [I2] ). We establish an isomorphism in the derived category (see §3) of Ker ν ⊗ K 0 with a complex that calculates the rigid cohomology of Y as a k-scheme. This is not sufficient to allow us to prove the conjecture ( * ), but at least we can show (cf. §4) that ( * ) is a consequence of the (still conjectural) equivalence between the weight filtration and the monodromy filtration for log-crystalline cohomology along the lines of [St] and [Z] . On the other hand, the conjectured equivalence has been established for projective, semistable k-log-schemes of dimension 1 or 2 when (k, L) is a finite field (see [M] ). Hence we can prove ( * ) for such schemes.
We now give an outline of the paper. In §1 to a proper, semistable (k, L)-log scheme (Y, M) , which is the union of irreducible smooth components, we associate its Hyodo-Steenbrink complex W A • , and we give an explicit formula (Proposition 1.8) for Ker ν involving the (usual) de Rham-Witt complexes of the various intersections of the components of Y . In §2, we give an interpretation of a complex calculating the rigid cohomology of a k-scheme Y in terms of the components of Y and their various intersections (Proposition 2.3). In §3, we connect our formula for Ker ν, Proposition 1.8, with the interpretation of rigid cohomology found in §2 (Proposition 2.3). The main result is Theorem 3.6. In general, the k-scheme Y associated to a semistable (k, L)-log scheme (Y, M) is not k-smooth, but our interpretation always permits us to deal with proper, smooth k-schemes (i.e., the components and their various intersections). For such schemes, rigid cohomology and crystalline cohomology coincide (see [B2] ). Finally in §4 we show that the surjectivity of
) is a consequence of the equivalence between the weight filtration and the monodromy filtration for k finite and Y projective (Proposition 4.5). Using the cases in which the equivalence has been proved (see [M] ), we conclude that the conjecture ( * ) holds for dimensions 1 and 2 (under the hypotheses that k is finite and Y is projective) (see Corollaries 4.6 and 4.8). §1. Generalities: Log monodromy. We give the construction of W A • and ν for a semistable (k, L)-log scheme (Y, M). We base our exposition on [M] and [HK] .
is semistable if, for the étale topology, there locally exist charts
such that N → N r is the diagonal immersion and the induced morphism of schemes
is smooth (as a map of k-schemes).
Remark. The special fiber of a W-scheme X with semistable reduction and the induced logarithmic structure fit into this situation.
, which is flat, generically smooth, smooth over W , and with fiber Z 0 at t = 0, a divisor with normal crossing, such that
is a cartesian diagram. Here N (resp., N 1 ) is the log structure associated to the divisor Z 0 in Z (resp., to the divisor t = 0 in Spec 
The hypercohomology of [M, §3] ) and form the weight filtration W.
Consider a semistable k-log scheme (Y, M). We suppose from now on that Y is proper and that it is the union of irreducible smooth components
We denote by Y (j ) the space given by the disjoint union of the intersections of j components. The various Y (j ) , j ≥ 1, are smooth by the definition of a semistable log scheme. We have the following proposition. Proposition 1.3 [M, 3.7] . With the previous hypotheses and notation, for each j ≥ 1 there exists an isomorphism in Y ét [M, 3.17 
]).
W A • admits an operator ν, which induces the monodromy operator in cohomology (see [M, 3.18] ). This is constructed as the inverse limit of operators ν n defined at each level W n A • . In fact, ν n is the endomorphism induced on the simple complex by the endomorphism on W n A •• such that (−1) i+j +1 ν n is the natural projection
By the exactness properties, one obtains an isomorphism of complexes in (Y ét , W )
The object of this paper is to give an interpretation of Ker ν ⊗ K 0 in terms of rigid cohomology. We now want to describe Ker ν in terms of de Rham-Witt complexes when the (k, L)-log scheme (Y, M) is proper and semistable.
We have natural maps
For simplicity, we identify W n (t) . We then consider the following natural maps (see [M, §4] and [St] 
whose restrictions on the components are defined to be the inclusions
We obtain a bicomplex
We may now state the following proposition. Proof. By noting that
that Ker ν n is given by the double complex
Using Proposition 1.3 (we forget the Frobenius action) and [M, 4.12] (for the map ∧ ), we have that the previous complex is isomorphic to that of (1.7).
Remark 1.9. The complexes Ker ν and Ker ν n are defined on Y ét . Taking the map of topoi f :
one may consider f * Ker ν and f * Ker ν n . From the fact that f * commutes with projective limits (see [SGA4, IV] ) and the fact that the sheaves in the complex Ker ν n arise from sheaves in Y Zar via f * , we conclude that f * Ker ν and f * Ker ν n are actually the same complexes of sheaves, but are now thought of as belonging to Y Zar (see [SGA4, VII.4] (j ) . In fact, for each sheaf Ᏺ of ᏻ Y ét -modules, which is the inverse image of a filtered ᏻ Y Zar -module with coherent graduation (see [I1, I.3 .9]), one has R i f * Ᏺ = 0 if i > 0 (see [SGA4, VII, Prop. 4.3] ). On the other hand, as we have observed, f * commutes with projective limits and the projective limits {W n q Y (j ) } are strict (see [I1] ). So, for our purposes, we may think of the complexes Ker ν and Ker ν n as complexes of sheaves on Y Zar . §2. Rigid cohomology. Let P be a formal W-scheme locally of finite type. We consider its generic fiber P K 0 and its special fiber P 0 . The generic fiber is a rigid analytic space (see [B3] ). We may define sp : P K 0 −→ P to be the specialization (see [B3] ). If Y is a closed subscheme of P 0 , then sp −1 (Y ) is the tube of Y and is denoted by ]Y [ P . If T ⊆ P 0 is an affine set, then ]T [ P is a quasiStein space (see [B3, 1.1] ). We now recall a local definition of convergent cohomology (which is rigid in our case). We say "local" because, in general, the immersion needed in the definition exists only locally.
Let Y be a k-scheme of finite type, and suppose there exists a closed immersion of Y in a smooth, formal W-scheme P , [B2] and [B3] ). This gives the bridge for connecting with Ker ν (see Remark 1.9).
The existence of a closed embedding of Y in a smooth, formal W-scheme is only true locally. The method for dealing with the generic situation is to use the technique of "diagrams of topos." In fact, one can always find an open covering {T α } of Y and for each α a closed embedding i α : T α −→ P α in a smooth, formal W-scheme. For a generic set of indexes α 0 , . . . , α n , we have the closed embedding given by the diagonal map
The various {T α 0 ···α n = T α 0 ∩· · ·∩T α n } form a diagram of topos T • endowed with the Zariski topology (see [B1, 3.4.6] 
which are given by the specialization of each tube to the corresponding component. With the notation of §1, from δ t we consider for each t ≥ 1
The various ρ t 's give a complex
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. With the hypotheses and notation as above, the following sequence is exact in Y
where ρ 0 is the natural restriction.
Proof. It is enough to check the proposition on affine sets. If U is affine, then sp −1 (U ) is a quasiStein space and the cohomology of a coherent sheaf vanishes on a quasiStein space (see [K] ). On the other hand, ]U ∩ Y i [ (i ∈ I ) form an admissible covering of sp −1 (U ) (see [B3, 1.1.14]), and ]U ∩ Y (j ) [ (j ≥ 1) are disjoint unions of quasiStein spaces. The complex of sections on U of (2.4) is nothing but theČech complex of the acyclic covering ]U ∩ Y i [ up to alternating signs, and these do not spoil the exactness of the complex. §3. Monodromy and rigid cohomology. By means of Proposition 1.8 (using Remark 1.9) and Proposition 2.3, we can connect Ker ν with rigid cohomologyboth are related to complexes defined using the components (which are supposed to be smooth) of the proper k-scheme Y . In order to relate the two constructions, the key step is the fact that the crystalline cohomology of a k-scheme can be calculated by using the tool of the "divided-powers envelopes" of the scheme, which is considered as a subscheme of a smooth one (see [B1] ).
It is known that the rigid cohomology of a proper and smooth scheme coincides with its crystalline cohomology (see [B2] ). Namely, suppose Y is a quasi-compact, smooth k-scheme of finite type, and suppose that there exists a closed immersion where n , n ∈ N, is the divided-powers envelope of the ideal of Y in P n = P × W W n , then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2 [B2]. Under the above hypotheses and notation, there is a natural functorial map
We recall another local result with the aim of connecting the de Rham-Witt complexes and the de Rham complexes in a divided-powers envelope. 
Proof. In [I1, II, proof of 1.4], one finds a version of the proposition at the level of W n . In fact, one has a quasi-isomorphism We use the notation of §2. 
In particular,
Proof. By Proposition 1.8, Ker ν is the simple complex in Y Zar (Remark 1.9) associated to the double complex
Consider an open covering {T α } of Y , where each T α can be embedded as a closed subscheme of a smooth, formal W-scheme P α locally of finite type. As in §2, we can use such a covering to construct the complex sp * • ]Y [ (see (2.2)), by associating to {T α } a diagram of topos. By cohomological descent (Remark 2.1), it is enough to prove the theorem in each of the elements of the diagram of topos.
The situation is as follows:
We have an open T ⊂ Y and a closed embedding T −→ P in a smooth, formal W-scheme. The components of Y induce components
is smooth (and noetherian as a topological space; see [O] ), it follows from Propositions 3.4 and 3.2 that there exist quasi-isomorphisms
whereˆ is the divided-powers envelope of T (k) in P .
We then obtain a quasi-isomorphism in T Zar of (3.9) with Ker ν |T ⊗ Q. By cohomological descent, we obtain the result. For the second part of the claim, one need only notice that for noetherian spaces (see [SGA4, VI, §5] ) direct limits commute with cohomology. The tensor may be understood as a direct limit-K 0 is simply the inversion of p. §4. The sequence of invariant cycles. In this section, given a proper, semistable (k, L)-log scheme (Y, M) with smooth components, we want to study the existence of an exact sequence of the type
which is the logarithmic analogue of the Clemens-Schmid local invariant cycles sequence in the complex case (see [I2] and [St] ). We also study the injectivity of the first map in (4.1).
Since ν is a nilpotent endomorphism, we may associate to it the kernel filtration K, the image filtration I, and the product of the two, the weight filtration P = I * K on W A • :
(see [Z] ). In view of [M, 3.22] , the weight filtration is given for k ∈ N by
We can associate a spectral sequence to every filtration. Of course, analogous filtrations can be defined in cohomology for the nilpotent endomorphism N. In particular, the product filtration of the kernel filtration and of the image filtration of N is called the monodromy filtration.
We are interested in the sequence (4.1), so we make our study up to torsion. In particular, the existence of the exact sequence (4.1) is a consequence of the following, more general facts (see [I2] ):
(i) the spectral sequence of K degenerates at E 2 up to torsion; (ii) the filtration induced by the spectral sequence of K in cohomology coincides with the kernel filtration of N up to torsion. We indicate the properties (i) and (ii) by ᏼ K . Of course, the analogous properties for I and P are indicated by ᏼ I and ᏼ P . The case ᏼ P has been studied by Mokrane in [M] . Our point is to deduce ᏼ K from ᏼ P (this method of approach was also proposed by Mokrane).
In fact, for ᏼ P we have the following theorem. [M, 3.22] ) the term E 1 of the spectral sequence of P in W A • is given by
where the Y (t) 's were defined in §1 and where (−j − k) is the Tate twist for the Frobenius. (That is, the action of the Frobenius on H
In fact, the grading associated to P on W A • is given by the simple complex
as one sees by using the identification given by the Res map
In the sense of Katz and Messing [KM] , all of the elements in the direct sum, which gives E −k,i+k 1 , are crystals of weight (i + k) up to torsion (see [M, 3.32 .1]). It follows that the differentials d −k,i+k r of the spectral sequence of P send crystals of weight (i + k) to crystals of weight (i + k − r + 1). From this, Mokrane argues the degeneration of the spectral sequence: The differentials can be different from zero only if they connect crystals of the same weight, and this can only happen at level E 1 . But a simple computation allows us to find that the term E −k,i+k 1 of the spectral sequence of P in Gr K q W A • picks up exactly one element in the direct sum (4.7). In fact, we have
so the only relevant index j must satisfy q + j + 1 = 2j + k + 1, so
The same argument as used for the weights also works in this case, and we obtain the degeneration at level E 2 up to torsion.
We have as a final result the following corollary. 
We now investigate the injectivity of the first map in (4.1). We cannot always expect injectivity. In fact, from the exact sequence We can filter all the complexes in (4.9) by the weight filtration. We know that it degenerates at level E 2 for W A • (Theorem 4.3). On the other hand, exactly as above, one can see that for Ker ν j the induced-weight graduation again picks up just a part of the direct sum (4.7), and again for weight reasons we have degeneration at level E 2 of the weight spectral sequence on Ker ν j . The same holds for Coker ν j . In fact, Coker ν j is the simple complex associated to the double complex
Once again, the spectral sequence of the induced weight filtration degenerates at level E 2 . On the other hand, one notes that Gr k (ker ν j ) = 0 if k ≥ j , while Gr k (Coker ν j ) = 0 if k ≤ −j . We are then able to give the following proposition. (Again, we only need the hypothesis on the dimension of Y in order to have equivalence between the weight and monodromy filtrations (see Theorem 4.4).) 
Proof. We apply Proposition 7.6 of [Z] using W A • instead of A • , ν instead of τ , and the weight filtration P instead of T . The proof is then the same as in §8 of [ZU] after the previous remark and the fact that the weight filtration induces the monodromy filtration in cohomology.
In particular, for i = 1 and j = 1, we have the exact sequence
when Y is a curve or surface.
